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ABSTRACT 
Integral econormzer once-through steam generator (IEOTSG) is employed m 
pressunzed water reactor plants to produce superheated steam IEOTSG is a tube and 
shell heat exchanger wth the pnrnary and the secondary fluids in countercurrent flow 
The hgh pressure pnmary water flows inside the tubes, from the top of the steam 
generator (SG) to the bottom whde the subcooled secondary water enters the SG at 
the bottom and gets evaporated as lt flows upwards In a nuclear power plant, the SG 
forms a dynamc hnk between the pnmary and the secondary systems and it 1s 
subjected to a wde range of operating conditions, whch include the steady state 
operation at a gwen power level, programmed vanations in power and the transients 
followng abnormal events like turbine tnp, tnpping of one of the pnmary heat 
transport system pumps etc Under all these conditions, it 1s necessary to ensure stable 
operation of all the equipment includrng the SG 
Compared to the recirculation type and the honzontal type SGs, whch are 
convent~onally used in nuclear power plants, once-through type SGs have several - 
uruque features and hence plants whch employ OTSGs have more complex control 
systems A good understanding of the response of the SG to the perturbations in the 
pnmary and secondary side parameters is essential to devlse a suitable scheme for the 
plant Dynarmc studies help in ensunng a smooth performance of the SG under 
vanous operating conditions In tlus thesis, an attempt has been made to analyze the 
thermal-hydraul~c behaviour of the integral economrzer once through type steam 
generator 
The mathematical representahon of the IEOTSG consists of the hdamental 
conservation equations of fluid flow, as applled to the pmary and the secondary side 
fluids, along wth the equation of heat conduction through the tube wall In this 
work, a nonlinear, fixed boundary mathematical model has been developed, based on 
one-dimensional, smgle-flud equations for the mass and energy conservation, along 
wth an equation of state The effect of axial vanation of pressure on the thermal 
behawour of the system is ignored and hence momentum conservation is not taken 
mto account The parha1 differentml equations are discretned in space usmg a 
control-volume approach and the resulting ordinary differential equations are solved 
in the time domain by an explicit nurnencal scheme 
The computer code developed for this purpose is divided into two parts the steady 
state and the transient model Extensive literature survey has been carried out to 
locate appropnate correlations for calculating the secondary side single-phase and 
boiling heat transfer coefficients The steady state model is used to analyze the 
performance of a scaled-down model of the IEOTSG designed by Babcock & Wilcox 
Company (B & W) and the actual IEOTSG for vanous steady state boundary 
conditions The results obtamed for the scaled-down model are compared wth the 
expenmental data available in the literature The predicted fluid temperature profiles 
are found to be In agreement wth the measured values The predicted values are also 
compared with the predictions of a nonlinear model (TRACPFl) and a lineanzed 
model (TRANSG-L), both employing three-equation formulations The predicted 
results match wth  the TRACPFI model, except for the location of the two-phase 
boundanes, whch is due to the different heat transfer packages used Compared to 
TRANSG-L, the present values are closer to the expenmental data Also, the results 
of analysis obtamed for the actual IEOTSG are found to be matchng wth the design 
data, specified by B & W The predicted exlt steam temperature IS wthm 0 6 % of the 
deslgn data Therefore, it IS concluded that the selected heat transfer package and the 
developed steady state model are adequate for representing the IEOTSG steady state 
operaaon 
Based on prehmnary studies, the fifth order Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method is selected 
for solving the system of quasl-linear ordinary dlfferentml equabons, representmg the 
translent behawour of the IEOTSG, numerically To check the adequacy of the 
transient forrnulat~on, two test cases are simulated usmg the developed model The 
tests lnvolved rapid reductions In feedflow and steam flow rates, whde operating at a 
speclfied steady state power level The 1nltla.1 values for these transients are generated 
using the steady state model The predicted value of steam pressure, at vmous 
Instances of tlme, a compared wth  the measured value The predicted trend in the 
vanatlon of steam pressure matches wth  the measured values and the dewatlon m final 
value of steam pressure fiom the expenmental data IS about 1 bar Hence ~t is 
concluded that the present transient formulation IS adequate for analyvng the EOTSG 
response to transients hke load-follow maneuvers and loss of feedflow 
The results generated using a fixed boundary model (TRANSG) and a movable 
boundary model (MMS) are also compared wth  the present predictions The 
predicted trend of steam pressure matches wth  the results ofboth TRANSG and 
MMS However, the final steam pressure values differ Since the primary side 
transient boundary conditions used for this analysis by the two codes are not specified, 
it is difficult to account for this difference 
Further, the transient response of the IEOTSG to step perturbations in both the 
primary and the secondary side parameters are analyzed The values of pnmary and 
secondary side parameters when the transients have stabilized, are compared with the 
steady state model predictions, calculated usmg the boundary conditions which exist 
after the system has reached the final steady state condition, follo\lrmg the 
perturbation They are found to be In agreement and therefore the transient and steady 
state formulabons are concluded to be consistent wth each other 
To conclude, as a part of this work, a computer program for thermal-hydraulic 
performance analysis of the IEOTSG has been developed, whlch has the followng 
unique features 
1 A fifth order explic~t numerical solution scheme wth a new adaptive step 
sizing strategy, which is computationally more efic~ent han the conventional 
fourth order method, has been used 
2 The latest recommendations in the literature have been incorporated in 
developing the heat transfer package used for the IEOTSG 
